Hartree Billing Dispute Complaint Against Northern – Frequently Asked Questions
On April 7, 2021, Hartree Partners filed a complaint at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) related
to Hartree’s failure to pay its bill for a portion of reservation charges owed to Northern for activity during the
February 2021 cold weather period. In anticipation of questions from customers, Northern provides answers
below. Northern believes accuracy and full disclosure of information is especially important following the severe
weather events in February 2021.
What is Northern’s view on the complaint?
The complaint contains significant errors, omissions, misrepresentations, and half-truths. Northern will
demonstrate that Hartree lost its supply and could not find replacement supply. As customers are aware, simply
nominating gas is not sufficient; gas must come into Northern’s system for it to be scheduled. Northern did not
cut Hartree’s confirmed nominations as Hartree alleges; rather, Northern properly used the North American
Energy Standards Board processes to allocate for underperformance when upstream parties failed to deliver gas
into Northern. Hartree states that Northern was turning gas away from its system; this is simply not true and
does not make any sense when that supply was critically needed.
Northern honors its commitments and expects its business partners to do the same. As Hartree notes, there are
similarly situated customers of Northern that were able to realize the value of their agreements; those
customers have paid their February invoices in full.
Was there an outage on Northern during the February cold weather event?
No, Northern did not have an outage on its system during the February cold spell as alleged by Hartree.
Northern’s system and its employees performed exceptionally well during the February cold spell enabling
Northern to meet all of its commitments to provide service. Regarding the February cold weather event in
general, Northern previously posted a summary (link) and answers to frequently asked questions (link).
What is next?
Northern has pending litigation that it believes is the appropriate venue to resolve this straightforward contract
dispute. Northern will address the complaint at FERC and comply with all requirements.
Where can I find the complaint?
A (link) to the FERC docket is here.

